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Many problems of computer-aided tomography, pattern recognition, image processing and 
data com~~ion involve a ~o~~ction of bi~e~io~ dkrete sets from their projections. 
[3-5,10,12,16,17]. The main difficulty involved in reconstructing a set A starting out from 
its orthogonal projections (V,H) is the ‘ambiguity’ arising from the fact that, in some cases, 
many different sets have the same projections (Y,H). In this paper, we study this problem 
of ambiguity with respect o convex polyominoes, a class of bidimensional discrete sets that 
satisfy some connection properties imilar to those used by some reconstruction algorithms. We 
determine an upper and lower bound to the maximum number of convex polyominoes having 
the same orthogonal projections (V,H), with Y E N” and If E N”. We prove that under these 
come&ion conditions, the ambiguity is sometimes exponential. We also define a construction in 
order to obtain some convex polyominoes having the same orthogonal projections. 
La reconstrwtion des ensembles discrets B deux dimensions par leurs projections est utiliske 
en plusieurs probl&mes de tomographie assisthe par ordinateur, reconnaissance de formes, elab- 
oration d’images et compression de don&s [3-J, 10,12,16,17]. La ~ffi~t~ principale de la 
reconstruction d’un ensemble A ir partir de ses projections orthogonales (V,H) est do&e par 
l’ambiguiti qui vient de l’existence, en certains cas, de plusieurs ensembles ayant les mgmes 
projections (V,H). Dans ce papier, nous &&ions ce probl&me d’~bi~t~ dans I’ensemble &s 
polyominos convexes, une classe d’ensembles discrets ir, deux dimensions qui ont des prop&& 
de concession semblables k celles uti&&es par quelques algorithmes de reconstruction. Nous 
d&enninons une limitation sup&ire et une l~~tion infkieure pour le nombre maximum de 
polyominos convexes qui satisfont les couples de vecteurs (V,H), avec V E N”, H E N”. Nous 
suggkons aussi une construction qui permet d’obtenir des polyominos convexes ayant les m&nes 
projections o~hogo~es. 
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1. Introduction 
A ceil is a unitary square [i, i + l] x b,j + 11, in which i,j E NO. The ith ~~1~~ 
projection and the jth row projection of a finite set of cells A are the number of cells 
in the ith row and jth column of A, respectively. The reconstruction of a set n of 
cells from its orthogonal projection (V,H) consists in dewing a set .4 whose 
ith column projection and jth row projection are eqtral to Oj and hi, respectively, in 
which V = (t~,uz,..., 0”) E N” and H = (hl,h2,..., h,) E N” are two assigned vec- 
tors. Several authors [1,3-5,7,13-15,191 have studied the theory of reconstructing 
objects from their projections and have developed various algorithms for determining 
il starting out from (k;N). The main difficulty involved in reconstructing a set .4 start- 
ing out from its orthogonal projections (V,H) is the ‘ambiguity’ arising from the fact 
that, in some cases, many different sets have the same projections (V,H). For example, 
if Y=(ut,vz ,..., nn)=(l,l ,..., 1) andH=(kr,hz ,..,, h,)=(l,l,._., l), n! differ- 
ent sets have the same projections. In an effort to reduce this ambiguity and facilitate 
reconstruction, many authors have suggested giving ‘a priori’ some of set n’s proper- 
ties (such as convexity, connection and s~e~es~ and using this isolation in the 
algorithms that reconstruct n (see [4,7,13,14]). Chang and Chow [4] define an algo- 
rithm that reconstructs ets n so that they are convex and symmetrical with respect 
to two orthogonal axis, while Kuba’s 1131 heuristic algorithm reconstructs sets n with 
connected rows and columns. However, we have found that while some properties 
imposed on the sets completely eliminate ambiguity and make it possible to obtain ef- 
ficient reconstruction algorithms [7] others only partially reduce ambiguity, thus making 
the set’s reconstruction very difficult [l], 
In this paper, we study the ambiguity problem with respect o a certain class of sets, 
called convex polyominoes, on which some connection constraints have been imposed. 
A polyomino is a connected finite set of adjacent cells lying two by two along a side. 
A polyo~o is defined up to a elation. A convex polyomino has rows and columns 
connected. Polyominoes have long been studied by mathematicians (see, for example, 
[2,6,&g, 11,181) and convex polyominoes atisfy some connection properties imilar to 
those used by some re~o~~~on algorithms [4,14]. We determine an upper and lower 
bound for the maximum number of convex polyominoes having the same orthogonal 
projections (V,H), with V E NE, and H E Nm and prove that, under these connection 
conditions, ambiguity is still very high in some cases (2h-1 with h = min{n,m}). We 
also define a construction for obtaining convex polyominoes having the same orthogonal 
projections. In another paper of ours [l], we studied the ~cons~~tion of sets that 
satisfy some connection constraints and showed that with some of these constraints, it
is possible to verify the existence of a set n having (V, H) projections in polynomial 
time, while, with other constraints the problem is NP-complete. Judging by both these 
results, and the ones in our present paper, we can deduce that it is not always possible 
to reduce ambiguity and reconstruction is not always facilitated by making sets n 
satisfy some connection properties. 
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We define the colrnmn (row) of a polyomino as the intersection between the poly- 
omino and an infinite vertical strip [i, it l] x R (horizontal 88 x [i, is l]), where i E NO. 
A ~lyomino is conuex if all its columns and rows are connected. Let P be a con- 
vex ~lyo~no and R the smallest rectangle containing it. Let [NJV’] ([w, W’], [S,S’], 
[I?,,??]) be the inte~ection of P’s border with the upper side (left, lower, right) of R 
(see Fig. 1 ).A stack polyomino is a convex polyomino such that S coincides with W’ 
and S’ coin&es with E. A directed convex polyomino is a convex polyomino such 
that S coincides with W’. 
Notations. By Q? (P%,Y) we indicate the class of convex polyominoes (directed 
convex and stack). 
We introduce the concept of satisfiability, which allows us to formulate the problem 
of reconstructing sets of cells from their projections. 
Deft&ion 1.1. Let V = (q,u~,.. .,u,) E N” and H = (hl,h~,...,h~), E Nm be two 
assigned vectors such that xy=,, z)i = c&, hi. The pair (V,H) is said to be satisfi- 
able in the class of cell sets P if there is at least one set n E 9, such that its ith 
column projection and its jth row projection are equal to Ui and hi, respectively, for 
i= 1,2 ,..., n andj= 1,2,..., m. We also say that n satisfies (V,H) in 8, 
Problem 2.2. Two vectors V E N” and H E N” having been assigned, find otit if 
(V,H) is satisfiable in a class of cell sets 9, and determine the number of sets in B 
that satisfy it. 
Example 1. V = (4,3,4,3,2), H = (1,4,5,&l). The polyo~n~s in Fig. 2 satisfy 
(V,H) in V. 
D&&ion 1.3. Let V E N” and H E N”. By 6,( V,H) we indicate the number of B’s 
polyominoes that satisfy (V, H). We denote 
d,(n,m)gf max{G,(V,H): V E N”, H E Nm}. 
N’ N 
W 
~ 
E’ 
W’ E 
S 5’ 
Fig. 1. Convex polyomino. 
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Fig. 2. Convex polyominoes. 
2. Maximum number of polyomhoes having the same orthogonal projections 
In [7], it is shown that: 
Proposition 3.1. Let V f N” and H E Nm. There is at most one polyomino sutisfying 
(V,H) in .%?. 
Therefore, we have d&(&m) = 1. Moreover, since stack polyominoes are special di- 
rected convex ~lyorn~~s, we obtain d&r, m)= 1. Example 1 shows that the number 
of convex polyominoes atisfying a pair of vectors (V,H) can be greater than one and 
so usually &(n,m) # 1. Let us now define a lower bound to d,(n,m). 
Proposition 3.2. Let n, m E N. d,(n, m)>2K, in which k = 15 min(n, m}]. 
Proof. Let m = II = 2k. We consider the pair ( Vl,Z$ ) such that Vi = Hi and : 
2i- 1, 1 <i<k, 
4k-2i+l, k+l<i<2k. 
Let Pk be the stack polyomino in Fig. 3, in which k is the number of Pk’s rows. If 
1 <:j <k, then Pj C Pk. Let P be the convex polyomino obtained by joining polyomi- 
noes Pk and PL as shown in Fig. 3 (Pi is obtained by turning 4 over axis x and 
by shifting one step right). Polyomino P satisfies (Vi, HI ). We now consider polyomi- 
noes Pi,Pi, such that Pi C Pk and Pi C Pi, that is, with i < k. If Pi and Pi are moved 
one step to the right and to the lee, respectively, a convex polyomino P satisfying 
(Vl,Hl ) is again obtained. We now take into consideration polyominoes Pj and Pi, 
such that Pj C Pi and P; 2 Pi 0’ < i), with respect o polyomino p. If we move Pj and 
Pi one step to the left and to the right, respectively, we obtain a convex polyomino i; 
satisfying (VI, Hi) (see Fig. 4). We therefore deduce that S,( Vi, HI) >2k. 
Let m = n = 2k + 1, Let (V2, HZ) be a pair of vectors such that VZ = HZ and 
Ui = 2i, 1 <i<k, 
ok+1 = 2k+ 1, 
vi=4k-2i+4, k+2<i<2k+l. 
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Fig. 3. Convex polyomino P = Pk U f$ 
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L, l-l ,J 
Fig. 4. Convex polyomino p. 
Let Qk be the stack polyomino in Fig. 5, where k is the number of Qk’s rows. If 
1 <j 6 k, then Qj 2 Qk, Let Q be the convex polyomino obtained by joining polyomi- 
noes Qk and & (where & is obtained by turning Qk over axis x and by shifting one 
step right) to a row 2kf1 long as shown in Fig. 5. Polyomino Q satisfies (V&H2). If we 
move Qi, Qi (i <K) one step to the right and to the left, respectively, we again obtain a 
convex polyomino 0 that satisfies (V2,Hz). We therefore deduce that 6,( V2, Hz) 3 2k. 
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Fig. 5. Convex polyomino Q = Qk U Qi. 
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Let n < m and n = 2k. Let (Vs, It;) be a pair of vectors such that: 
1 2i-1$-m-n, 1 <i<k, 
“= 4k-2i+l+m-n, k+l<iC2k. 
1 2j- 1, l<j,<k, 
hj = 2k, k+l,<j<k-tm-n, 
4k-2j+2(m-n)+l, k+m-n+l<j<m. 
Let P be the convex polyomino obtained by joining polyomino Pk, 2k long m -n rows 
and polyomino Pi. Polyomino P satisfies (V&Ha). If we move polyominoes Pi and 
Pi (with i < k) as in the previous cases, we obtain polyominoes that satisfy (V3,Hs). 
Consequently, S,( V3, H3 ) >, 2’. By symmetry, case n > m and m = 2k is analogous to 
the preceding one. In the same way, we show that if n < m and n = 2k + 1 (or, 
n > m and m = 2k+ l), there is a pair (V&H,) such that 6,(V~,H4)&2~. We therefore 
deduce that d,(n,m)>,2k, where k = 1; min{n, m}] . Cl 
Remark 1. If we have an algorithm that constructs all the convex polyominoes hav- 
ing orthogonal projections (V,H), with V E N” and N f Nm, since d,(n,m)22k, 
where k = 1; min{n, m}] , then there are some pairs (V,H) for which the algorithm’s 
complexity is not polynomial. 
Remark 2. There are some pairs (V,H), with V E N”,H E N”, such that a,( V,H) > 
2k. For example, if V = (1,2,3,3,2,1) and H = (2,4,4,2), then the following poly- 
ominoes satisfy (V,H) and, therefore, a,( V, H) = 6 > 4. 
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We now determine an upper bound for d,(n,m). 
Dafinition 3.3. Let V = (ur,~,. . . ,un) f N”, H = (hl,h2,, . . ,h,) E Nm and ~1 = m-k 
with O<k<m - 1. We denote by Q( V,H) the set of convex polyominoes atisfying 
( P, H) and having the minimum ordinate of the first column equal to i (0 < i < k) (see 
Fig. 6). We denote 
agn’ 4&f max { I&( V,H)I : V E N”, m E N, H E N” and 01 = m - k}. 
We will prove that agfl’ < (:>. Since we proceed by induction on II with m fixed, from 
now on we denote ~$7) by CZ~) for the sake of simplicity. 
Lemma 3.4. Let n,m E N. If O<kCm - 1 and O<i<k then @>E$-“, 
Proof. There are V E W-l, H E N’” such that 01 = m-k and ag-l’ = 1C&(V,H)1. Let 
P E Q( V,H). We consider polyomino P’ obtained by adding an m - k long column 
and having minimum ordinate i to the 1eR of F’s fhst column (see Fig. 7). Poly- 
omino P’ is convex and satisfies (V’,H’ ), where V’ E N”, H’ E N”. Therefore, we 
obtain 
Lemma 3.5. Let V E NM, H f Nm. If q > 02 and P is a convex polyomino that 
satisjies (V,H), then the minimum ordinate i of the first column is such that i = 0 
or i=m-vt)l. 
-n-l- 
Fig. 6. Polyomino whose first columu is m - k long and has minimum ordinate i.
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t 
m-k 
t 
f 
Fig. 7. Polyomino whose first two columns are m - R long and have minimum ordinate i. 
Proof. If ul > u2 and P is the convex polyomino that satisfies (KH), from f73 it 
follows that P is a convex polyomino directed towards northeast or southeast. Conse- 
quently, the first column’s minims ordinate is i = 0 or i = m - ~1. 0 
Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 are used for proving the following theorem: 
Proof. By the convex polyominoes’ symmetry, we have 
and so we take into consideration only the a:’ with 0 f i < [$(k - l)] . 
If i = 0 {the minimum ordinate of the convex polyominoes’ first column is equal 
to 0), then the polyominoes are directed and it follows from Proposition 3.1 that there 
is at most one polyomino that satisfies a pair (Ir,H) with Y E N”, H E f+li” and 
trl = m - k. Consequently, we obtain ~$2 = 1, for 0 f k <m - 1, and therefore the 
theorem is proved for i = 0. 
We assume that 1 <‘i< [i(k - 1)1 and examine the polyominoes’ second column 
which is u2 = m - j long. From Lemma 3.5 we deduce that ur <Q, that is OGj< k. 
Let h be the second column’s minimum ordinate. There are three possible cases: 
(i) if O<j < i - 1, then 0 <h <j and so the second column can assume j + 1 
positions (see Fig. g), 
(ii) if i &j <k-i, then 0 < h ,< i and so the second column can assume if 1 positions 
(see Fig. 9), 
(iii) if k - i+ lgjgk, thenj-k+i<h<i and so the second column can assume 
k - j + 1 positions (see Fig. 10). 
As a consequence, if the minimum ordinate i in the first column is such that 
1 sgi< [$(k - 1)1, and the second column is m-j long, with 0 G j <k, then the second 
column can assume various positions linked to j. For each position, there are E$‘) 
convex polyominoes satisfying a pair ( V’, H’ ) with V’ E N”- ’ ,H’ E Nm and $ = 
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m-k m-j 
. . . . . 
t- 
i t 
h = 0 h=j 
Fig. 8. Convex polyominoes whose second cohmm is tn - j long, where 0 <j f j - 1. 
. . 
m 
h=o h=i 
Fig. 9. Convex polyominoes whose second cokmm is m -i Long, where i<j<& - i, 
112 - j. We therefore deduce that 
in which 
a=O, b=j for O,<jGi - 1, 
a=O, b=i for i<j<k - i, 
a=j-k+i b=i for k-i+ l<jfk. 
By means of Lemma 3.4, we obtain 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
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m 
h=k-j+l h=i 
Fig. 10. Convex polyominoes whose second column is m -i long, where k- i + 1 <jGk. 
We now show that a&) S$ (f). By means of Eqs. (1) and (2), we get 
However, from Eq. (3) we obtain LX:;’ = 1 and so, if k > 1, by induction on k we 
obtain 
U$< max ,Cibi_l{l,l+ ($,c$+} =max{ C),a$-“}. 
By following the same procedure and using Lemma 3.4 and the induction hypothesis 
c$; < (() with j < k, we obtain 
’ atcl)< max { (:),#c2)}, 
and consequ~tly 
By recurrence, we thus get 
In the same way, we obtain 
for o<j<k- 1 and OfhGi- 1. We now verify that CC$‘-<~). 
From relations (1) and (4) we deduce that 
(4) 
From eq. (3) we have a!;’ = 1. We therefore assume a$) < (j) for i 6 j<k - 1. 
Consequently 
and it follows that 
By following the same procedure and .using Lemma 3.4 and induction Harris 
a$) 6 (i) with j c k, we obtain 
and finally 
a$Sm={ (J,a$)} =c>. n 
From Theorem 3.6, we deduce: 
Corollary 3.7. Let n,m E N. A,(n,m)~2h-‘, where h = min{n, m), 
Proof. The number of convex polyominoes satisfying apair (V, H) with V E PP,H f 
PPandul=m- k with OGk<m - 1, is cda$), and so, from Theorem 3.6 we 
obtain 
However, O<k <m - 1 and therefore d,(n,m)$2m”-*. In the same way, we obtain 
&(n, m)$2’+‘, and then the corollary. Cl 
Let us take an example in which d&m) = 2”-‘. 
Example 2. Let V = (1,2,2,2,2,1), H = (3,5,2). The following convex polyominoes 
satisfy (V, H) in V. From Corollary 3.7, we obtain 6,(3,6)<4 and, consequently, 
&(3,6) = 4. 
CEEBb a %IF % 
By means of Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.7, we deduce the following theorem: 
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Theorem 3.8. Let n, m E N. The number Ac(n, m) (the maximum number of convex 
polyomi~oes having the same orthogonal projections (V,H), with V f N” and H f 
W”) is such that 
2ki4j2J 6 A&n, m) 92’-‘, 
where h = min(n, m). 
4. A comdruction for obtaihg convex ~1~0~~ having the same ozone 
projections 
Let us examine the convex polyo~no PI in Fig. 11, in which region A belongs to PI 
and region B does not belong to Pi. Let Pi be the polyomino obtained by eliminating 
region A from PI and inserting in it the region B. The convex polyominoes PI and Pi 
satisfy the same pair (Vl,Hl ). Let P2 be another polyomino having a shape similar to 
PI and let Q be the convex ~lyom~o obtained by superposing Pr and P2 as shown 
in Fig. 12. The cells labelled “+ ” are added in order to maintain Q’s convexity. If we 
change PZ in the same way as we did for Pr (by eliminating region C and inserting 
the region D), we obtain a polyomino Pi that satisfies the same pair of vectors that P2 
does. In ~lyo~no Q, it is possible to change PI and PZ separately and so we obtain 
4 convex polyominoes having the same projections (V2,&).In general, if we use i 
convex polyominoes PI, P2, . . . , Pi having similar shapes, it is possible to construct 2’ 
convex polyominoes that satisfy the same pair (I$,&). 
Remark 3. By means of this construction, we obtain the polyominoes needed for 
proving proposition 3.2. For example, polyomino P in Fig. 3 is obtained by superposing 
k convex polyomin~s and so there are 2k convex POlyO~nOeS that satisfy (v,,&). 
Fig. 11. Polyomino PI. 
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Fig. 12. Convex polyomino @ 
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